When receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, a server selects for the micro-blog user a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user.

The server feeds information of the selected micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.
When receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, a server selects for the micro-blog user a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user.

The server feeds information of the selected micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.
A method for pushing internet information based on categorization includes:

- when receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, a server selects for the micro-blog user a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user, and feeds the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.

- Based on one aspect of an embodiment of the present disclosure, an embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a device for pushing internet information based on categorization, including:

- a selecting module configured to select, when receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, for the micro-blog user, a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user; and

- a feedback module configured to feed the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.

Based on one aspect of an embodiment of the present disclosure, an embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a computer storage medium in which a computer program is stored, wherein the computer program is used for implementing the above mentioned method for pushing internet information based on categorization.

An embodiment of the present invention can provide an effective list of recommended micro-blog celebrities of a specific category, enhance willingness of the user to participate a micro-blog activity, thereby increasing the level of activity of the user in participating the micro-blog. Moreover, with the method for recommending micro-blog celebrities based on categorization, more micro-blog celebrities of the same category can be listened to, forming a beneficial and valuable relation chain, thereby further increasing the level of activity of the user in participating the micro-blog.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

**FIG. 1** is a flow chart of a method for pushing internet information based on categorization according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and **FIG. 2** is a schematic view of the structure of a device for pushing internet information based on categorization according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

**FIG. 1** is a flow chart of a method for pushing internet information based on categorization according to embodiment of the disclosure. The method includes the following steps.

**Step 101:** when receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, a server selects for the micro-blog user a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user.

**Step 102:** In an embodiment of the disclosure, a category is set for a micro-blog celebrity at the server, where each micro-blog celebrity falls into at least one category.

**Step 103:** After one micro-blog user listens to one micro-blog celebrity, a listening-to relationship of the micro-blog user is saved at the server. When receiving the service request initiated by the micro-blog user, the server first acquires a user identifier of the micro-blog user initiating the request, and
then retrieves the listening-to relationship of the micro-blog user via the user identifier. When it is determined that the micro-blog user has listened to a micro-blog celebrity, the server acquires the category of the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user, and then selects for the micro-blog user the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into the same category as the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user.

The selection of the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities is based on category statistics performed on the micro-blog celebrities by the server. The server provides, for each category of micro-blog celebrities, a statistical ranking, the basis of which may be quantity of listening-to, quantity of visits and the like.

The method for selecting the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities is that:

(1) the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user initiating the service request is acquired; and

(2) some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities are selected as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from a result of statistical ranking of the micro-blog celebrities whose category is the same as the category of the micro-blog celebrities listened to by the micro-blog user.

In order to embody fairness, the selected list of recommended micro-blog celebrities in the embodiment of the present disclosure should include some lower-ranked micro-blog celebrities. This is to be achieved with a certain algorithm. For example, assuming that 10 micro-blog celebrities are to be recommended to a terminal, 5 micro-blog celebrities are first selected from the top 30 micro-blog celebrities, then the other 5 micro-blog celebrities are randomly selected from the micro-blog celebrities ranked below 30, and a set consisting of micro-blog celebrities selected from the two parts are fed back to the micro-blog user initiating the service request as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities.

Step 102: the server feeds the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user initiating the service request.

Preferably, the server may feed the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, together with a service response, back to the micro-blog user initiating the service request.

Preferably, before feeding the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user initiating the service request, a step of excluding, from the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user is also included. This step may prevent a repetitive listening-to of the micro-blog user.

FIG. 2 is a structural view of functional modules of a device for pushing internet information based on categorization according to an embodiment of the disclosure. The device 200 includes:

a selecting module 210 configured to select, when receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, for the micro-blog user, a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user; and

a feedback module 220 connected to the selecting module 210 and configured to feed the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.

Preferably, the feedback module 220 may feed the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, together with a service response, back to the micro-blog user.

Preferably, the device 200 also includes:

a statistical ranking module 230 connected to the selecting module 210 and configured to carry out a statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities of the same category.

The result of the statistical ranking output by this module is used by the selecting module 210 in selecting the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities for the micro-blog user.

Preferably, the selecting module 210 further includes:

an acquiring sub-module 211 configured to acquire the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user; and

a selecting sub-module 212 connected to the acquiring sub-module 211 and configured to select some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, or select some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities plus some randomly selected lower-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from a result of statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities whose category is the same as the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user in the statistical ranking module 230.

Preferably, the device 200 also includes:

an excluding module 240 connected to the selecting module 210 and the feedback module 220, and the excluding module 240 is configured to exclude from the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user before the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities is fed back to the micro-blog user.

The excluding module 240 acquires the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from the selecting module 210, and transmits the filtered list of recommended micro-blog celebrities to the feedback module 220 after filtering the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities.

An integrated module according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may also be stored in a computer readable storage medium if it is implemented in the form of a software function module and is sold or employed as an independent product. Based on such understanding, the technical solution of the embodiment of the present disclosure may be embodied in the form of a software product essentially or for the part contributing to the prior art. The computer software product is stored in a storage medium and includes a number of instructions for allowing computer equipment (such as a personal computer, a server, network equipment, or the like) to implement all or part of the method described in various embodiments of the present disclosure. The aforementioned storage medium includes various media that may store program codes, such as USB disk, mobile hard disk, ROM (Read-Only Memory), RAM (Random Access Memory), diskette, or compact disk, etc. An embodiment of the present disclosure is not limited to any specific hardware and software combination.

Accordingly, an embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a computer storage medium in which a computer program is stored, wherein the computer program is
used for implementing the method for pushing internet information based on categorization according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

[0043] What described are merely preferred embodiments, and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

1. A method for pushing internet information based on categorization, comprising:
when receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, selecting, by a server, for the micro-blog user, a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user, and feeding, by the server, the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the feeding the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user comprises:
feeding the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, along with a service response, back to the micro-blog user.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: before receiving the service request, setting a category for a micro-blog celebrity, and carrying out a statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities which are in a same category.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the selecting for the micro-blog user a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user comprises:
acquiring the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user; and selecting some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, or selecting some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities plus some randomly selected lower-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from a result of statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities whose category is the same as the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising: before feeding the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user, excluding, from the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user.

6. A device for pushing internet information based on categorization, comprising:
a selecting module configured to select, when receiving a service request initiated by a micro-blog user, for the micro-blog user, a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user; and a feedback module configured to feed the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user.

7. The device according to claim 6, wherein the feedback module is configured to feed the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, along with a service response, back to the micro-blog user.

8. The device according to claim 6, further comprising:
a statistical ranking module connected to the selecting module and configured to carry out a statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities of a same category.

9. The device according to claim 8, wherein the statistical ranking module comprises:
an acquiring sub-module configured to acquire the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user; and
a selecting sub-module configured to select some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, or select some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities plus some randomly selected lower-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from a result of statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities whose category is the same as the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user in the statistical ranking module.

10. The device according to claim 9, further comprising:
an excluding module connected to the selecting module and the feedback module, the excluding module being configured to exclude from the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user before the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities is fed back to the micro-blog user.

11. A computer storage medium storing a computer program configured to implement the method according to any one of claim 1.

12. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: before receiving the service request, setting a category for a micro-blog celebrity, and carrying out a statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities which are in a same category.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the selecting for the micro-blog user a list of recommended micro-blog celebrities that fall into a same category as a micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user comprises:
acquiring the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user; and selecting some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, or selecting some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities plus some randomly selected lower-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from a result of statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities whose category is the same as the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user.

14. The method according to claim 13, further comprising: before feeding the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities back to the micro-blog user, excluding, from the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user.

15. The device according to claim 7, further comprising:
a statistical ranking module connected to the selecting module and configured to carry out a statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities of a same category.

16. The device according to claim 15, wherein the statistical ranking module comprises:
an acquiring sub-module configured to acquire the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user; and
a selecting sub-module configured to select some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, or select some top-ranked micro-blog celebrities plus some randomly selected lower-ranked micro-blog celebrities as the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities from a result of statistical ranking of micro-blog celebrities whose category is the same as the category of the micro-blog celebrity listened to by the micro-blog user in the statistical ranking module.

17. The device according to claim 16, further comprising: an excluding module connected to the selecting module and the feedback module, the excluding module being configured to exclude from the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities, the micro-blog celebrity already listened to by the micro-blog user before the list of recommended micro-blog celebrities is fed back to the micro-blog user.
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